10:07:20 From Taylor Crisp to Diana Stadden (Direct Message): Doreen just popped on so I will introduce her after Noah if Josie hasn't shown yet.

10:08:47 From Diana Stadden to Taylor Crisp (Direct Message): yes, Doreen has more of a time schedule so do her before Josie.

10:09:44 From Taylor Crisp to Diana Stadden (Direct Message): 👍

10:16:55 From Diana Stadden to Doreen VanderVort (Direct Message): Doreen, Josie didn't show and you weren't here yet, so we moved Noah ahead. Are you OK going at 10:30?

10:18:11 From Megan Juneau: What is DDA doing currently to make improvements?

10:18:13 From Doreen VanderVort to Diana Stadden (Direct Message): yes sorry tech issues im good to go at 10:30.

10:19:11 From Diana Stadden to Doreen VanderVort (Direct Message): thank you 10:30 to 10:45, good?

10:19:13 From Stacy Dym: Noah - what happens when someone "leaves" the program? Does anyone track that? Sounds like they may not have a residence or get any HCBS services then potentially?

10:20:48 From Diana Stadden to Taylor Crisp (Direct Message): Doreen said she can go from 10:30 to 10:45, so let Noah know at 10:25 that he has 5 minutes to wrap up.

10:21:17 From Taylor Crisp to Diana Stadden (Direct Message): ok

10:22:57 From Doreen VanderVort to Diana Stadden (Direct Message): yes

10:24:11 From Diana Stadden to Taylor Crisp (Direct Message): and Josie is here, but let's put her after Ann talks about all the waivers, then she can talk about her Core waiver before I do bills.

10:24:54 From Tayshia Farra: Thank you, Noah! Great presentation!

10:25:06 From Stacy Dym: Thanks, Noah!

10:25:08 From Diane J Huff: Thanks, Noah!

10:25:15 From Joe Cunningham: Thanks Noah!

10:25:34 From Courtney Thom: great job Noah

10:25:47 From Patty Delgado: I agree with Taylor C., this is really good information Noah!

10:25:50 From Taylor Crisp: Yes Noah that was an awesome report as always.

10:25:54 From Jennifer Ranney: Very informative! Alarming

10:26:20 From Stacy Dym: Great to see you Doreen! And thanks for talking about this complex topic! TEFRA

10:26:32 From Tanika Aden: Thank You Noah. That was a very informative report.


10:27:41 From Taylor Crisp: Reacted to "https://arcwa.org/wp..." with 👍

10:28:26 From Stacy Dym: Here is the legislative report from HCA on a pilot:

From Stacy Dym: Provisos go "in" the state budget and they can direct an agency to "do" something and/or provide funds

From Taylor Crisp: Reacted to "https://www.hca.wa.g..." with 👍

From Corrin Jackson: What about if your in dda but waiting over a year for a case manager, would TEFRA be something to apply to?

From Stacy Dym: No, this waiver allows working families "buy into" Medicaid in addition to their employer insurance so they have all the coverage they need (DDA and NonDDA eligible with medically complex children)

From Stacy Dym: Doreen - can you talk about gaps for families who have kids in hospital for 30 days - who are then eligible for a year - but then something happens when that year ends?

From Shawn Latham: TEFRA sounds great for families, There is also a medicaid buy in for adults called healthcare for workers with disabilities at least for medical & personal care services you can find more at https://www.dshs.wa.gov/esa/community-services-offices/apple-health-workers-disabilities-hwd-program

From Diana Stadden to Josie Schindler(Direct Message): We had to move speakers around, so you will speak after Ann Vasilev talks from DDA, ok?

From Stacy Dym: Thank you Shawn!

From Taylor Crisp: Reacted to "TEFRA sounds great f..." with 👍

From Luisa Parada Estrada: Aging and Long Term Support :)

From Luisa Parada Estrada: Reacted to "TEFRA sounds great f..." with 👍

From Stacy Dym: Thank you Doreen!!!

From Noah Seidel: Thanks, Doreen!! great to see you :)

From Diana Stadden to katrina davis(Direct Message): We will have the video and you up next.

From Melia Hughes: Hi Doreen! Nice to see you again.

From Shawn Latham: Aging and Long-Term Support Administration
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/altsa/long-term-care-services-information

From Diana Stadden: what should advocates do now

From Joe Cunningham: So appreciate your presentation Doreen!

From Diana Stadden: TEFRA pilot with HCA: For the Health Care Authority $165,000 of the general fund state appropriation for fiscal year 2024, $1,694,000 of the general fund state appropriation for fiscal year 2025 and $1,977,000of the general fund federal appropriation are provided solely for the authority in coordination with the department of social and health services to develop and implement a katie beckett 1115 demonstration waiver. The authority shall limit enrollment to 1,000 clients during the waiver period. Based upon the experience developed during the waiver period, the authority shall make recommendations to the legislature for a future tax equity and fiscal responsibility act state plan option.

From Corrin Jackson: Thanks that's helpful to have the worded for legislation

From Jennifer Ranney: Incredible bill - thank you!
10:41:51 From Doreen VanderVort : Thank you all !!
10:42:02 From Stephanie Sherman-Petersen : More from Noah please
10:42:03 From Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "More from Noah pleas..." with 😊
10:42:04 From Shawn Latham : Thank you Doreen for your advocacy
10:42:33 From Doreen VanderVort : Thank you all!
10:44:24 From Eric Warwick (she/her) : I love that you made a plain language report!!! Is it on the ODDO or DRW website?
10:44:49 From Diana Stadden to Taylor Crisp(Direct Message) : We will have the video first and then have Katrina speak. Ann will be here at 11:00 and leave at 11:15. Then have Josie talk for 5 minutes before me.
10:45:01 From Diana Stadden to Tanika Aden(Direct Message) : We will have the video first and then have Katrina speak. Ann will be here at 11:00 and leave at 11:15. Then have Josie talk for 5 minutes before me.
10:45:05 From Margaret-Lee Thompson to Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : good morning. Could you email me the Advocacy Day agenda paper for today. I can't find it. thanks. MLee
10:45:06 From Taylor Crisp to Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : ok
10:45:09 From Eric Matthes : I agree with Eric
10:45:24 From Taylor Crisp to Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : The Gary Stobbe video?
10:45:36 From Tanika Aden to Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Ok sounds good
10:46:16 From Diana Stadden to Taylor Crisp(Direct Message) : yes the Project ECHO one with Gary Stobbe
10:46:42 From Jessica Renner to Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Josie is on zoom, will she still be a speaker?
10:46:53 From Taylor Crisp to Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Reacted to "yes the Project ECHO..." with 😊
10:47:19 From Cathy Murahashi : Are these individuals receiving any habilitative services?
10:47:20 From Diana Stadden to Jessica Renner(Direct Message) : yes, we had to move her after Ann from DDA
10:48:01 From Diana Stadden to Jessica Renner(Direct Message) : Ann has to leave at 10:15 so there will be time for Josie after her
10:49:50 From Taylor Crisp to Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Should i have Katrina go on soon
10:50:18 From Diana Stadden to Noah Seidel(Direct Message) : Can you wrap up please?
10:50:26 From Taylor Crisp to Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Since Ann will be here at 11 and leave at 11:15
10:51:08 From katrina davis : Are these DD Ombuds slides available? Super helpful, very clearly presented.
10:51:58 From Diana Stadden : All the presentation materials will be posted after the meeting.
10:52:11 From Jessica Renner to Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : okay, she is asking me if she will have time to speak
10:52:25 From Nicole Couevas : Thank you
Thank you so much Noah you are appreciated

From Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "Thank you Noah you d..." with ❤

From Michelle O'Dell : Yay Katrina!!! 😊


From Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "Washington Autism EC..." with 👍

From Eric Warwick (she/her) : I've been part of an ECHO Cycle and loved it.

From Eric Matthes : Reacted to "I've been part of an..." with ❤

From Eric Warwick (she/her) : Reacted to "Washington Autism EC..." with 👍

From Stacy Dym : ECHO is in the Governor's budget and needs some advocacy to make sure it stays in budgets for when those come out a few weeks! We will keep people posted!

From Eric Warwick (she/her) : Reacted to "ECHO is in the Gover..." with ❤

From Diana Stadden to Tanika Aden(Direct Message) : Ann is here

From Eric Warwick (she/her) : Reacted to "ECHO is in the Gover..." with ❤

From Diana Stadden to Taylor Crisp(Direct Message) : Ann is here

From Taylor Crisp to Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : When would you like me to introduce her?

From Shawn Latham : This sounds like an awesome way to help individuals and family. Any chance this will expand to other disability populations?

From Taylor Crisp : Reacted to "This sounds like an ..." with 👍

From Tanika Aden : Reacted to "This sounds like an ..." with 👍

From Michelle O'Dell : https://informingfamilies.org/topic/dda-services/

From Melia Hughes : Reacted to "https://informingfam..." with 👍

From Michelle O'Dell : https://informingfamilies.org/dda-waivers/

From Diana Stadden to Ann Vasilev(Direct Message) : Can you please send me the presentation you are reading from? I can then post it with the recording. Thanks for doing this, we really appreciate it!
From Tanika Aden: Reacted to "https://informingfam..." with 👍

From Taylor Crisp: Reacted to "https://informingfam..." with 👍

From Diana Stadden: https://content.govdelivery.com/attachments/WADSHSDDA/2023/02/14/file_attachments/2409645/Stakeholder%20Letter%20Final%202-14-2023.pdf

From Krista Perleberg: Reacted to "https://informingfam..." with 👍

From Eric Warwick (she/her): I am curious how DDA is doing with making sure they're complying with the upcoming HCBS Settings rules?

From Diana Stadden to Tanika Aden (Direct Message): let Josie talk for a couple min, then go back to Katrina

From Taylor Crisp: Reacted to "I am curious how DDA..." with 👍

From Eric Warwick (she/her): https://www.dshs.wa.gov/dda/dda-messages

From Taylor Crisp: Reacted to "https://www.dshs.wa...." with 👍

From Corrin Jackson: Reacted to "https://www.dshs.wa...." with 😊

From Diana Stadden to Josie Schindler (Direct Message): you will talk after Katrina

From Josie Schindler to Diana Stadden (Direct Message): Ok

From Tanika Aden: Thank you to Ann for explaining waivers today.

From Michelle O'Dell: Katrina, is there an incentive for providers in our local areas to add an “ECHO credential” 👍 on their provider page? I believe families would find this so valuable to understand there are providers in the area that are plugged in to additional knowledge.

From Michelle O'Dell: Second question: how does a small community start their own ECHO project in their area?

From Stacy Dym: THANK YOU Katrina!

From Stacy Dym: And thanks to ECHO for all it does for our state and providers and kids and adults.

From Tanika Aden: Thank You for your time today Katrina.

From Tayshia Farra: Thank you, Katrina! I love your passion!

From Michelle O'Dell: 😊

From Shawn Latham: Thank you for your information and your energy Katrina

From Corrin Jackson: Will you email the recording please

From Michelle O'Dell: ddcoalition@arcwa.org is Michelle O.

From katrina davis: Katrina.Davis@seattlechildrens.org  kdavis5@uw.edu

From katrina davis: Michelle: can you send me your email address. I know I have it but just in case :) 

From Stacy Dym: You can find the Advocacy Days recordings at https://arcwa.org/advocacy/advocacydays/
11:28:09  From katrina davis : @michelle. Got it. Thanks
11:28:12  From Corrin Jackson : Reacted to "@michelle. Got it. T..." with 😊
11:29:41  From Diana Stadden : This video will be shared later today www.arcwa.org/advocacydays
11:29:55  From Nicole Couevas : As a parent and case manager for the Tulalip Tribes sitting in on the ECHO Network Resource and Wraparound have been very insightful, I have had the privilege to listen to some of your wonderful thoughts in those sessions, Ivanova and another member here. I recommend this to families I work with as well.
11:30:34  From Diana Stadden  to  Nicole Couevas(Direct Message) : Could I get your email so we can connect please?
11:30:44  From Stacy Dym : Reacted to "As a parent and case..." with ❤️
11:30:49  From Tayshia Farra : Reacted to "As a parent and case..." with ❤️
11:31:14  From Nicole Couevas  to  Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : Yes, ncouevas@tulaliptribes-nsn.gov
11:32:03  From Diana Stadden  to  Nicole Couevas(Direct Message) : Thank you!
11:33:02  From Nicole Couevas  to  Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : look forward to connecting
11:33:12  From Diana Stadden  to  Josie Schindler(Direct Message) : time to wrap up please
11:33:41  From Doreen VanderVort : thank you all for the great information I gotta head out!
11:34:18  From Taylor Crisp : Replying to "thank you all for th..."

Thank you Doreen

11:34:42  From Diana Stadden : Thank you Doreen!
11:36:17  From Taylor Crisp  to  Diana Stadden(Direct Message) : When should we let Josie wrap up. Im sorry i know things got wonky
11:36:37  From Stacy Dym : Thanks so much for sharing your story Josie! You are very empowered and clearly proud of it. We appreciate you.
11:37:35  From Shawn Latham : Thanks so much for sharing Josie
11:37:38  From Tayshia Farra : Thank you so much for sharing your story, Josie!
11:37:47  From Taylor Crisp : Thank you Josie
11:37:52  From Michelle O'Dell : Thank you Josie!! You inspire me 😊
11:38:22  From Stacy Dym : We all love Elle and hamburgers, Josie. You got it right!
11:38:30  From Patty Delgado : .Thank you so much for sharing your story Josie!
11:38:30  From Nicole Couevas : 😊
11:38:41  From Chris Brandt : Thank you Josie and everyone. Great Advocacy Day. Have to run to another meeting.
11:39:06  From Taylor Crisp : Replying to "Thank you Josie and ..."
Thank you Chris!

11:39:20  From Diana Stadden: Sorry we are running a little over time.

11:39:23  From Diane J Huff: Thanks for giving “Shout-Outs” to all your supporters! Glad that you had such a great Team!

11:39:46  From katrina davis: I forgot to mention that in addition to Sydney, John Lemus, Ivanova, are also self advocates in ECHO project!

11:39:58  From Nicole Couevas: Reacted to "I forgot to mention ..." with 😊


11:41:06  From katrina davis: I don't want to leave! I'll be late for my next meeting so I can hear Diana 😊

11:42:08  From Tanika Aden: Reacted to "I forgot to mention ..." with ❤️

11:42:24  From Tanika Aden: Reacted to "Thanks for giving “S..." with 👍

11:43:07  From Tanika Aden: Thank You Josie for all your advocacy and sharing your story today.

11:44:41  From Corrin Jackson: Should we log on to select support or Pro with each bill and each section of the house and senate voting?

11:45:18  From Brandi Monts: I need to jump off now! Thanks everyone, have a great day!

11:45:34  From Joe Cunningham: Thank you Jessica! This is great information!